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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The purpose of this White Paper is to present WMT Smart Finance Solutions and WMT Token
to potential token holders in connection with the proposed Token sale. The information set
forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual
relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential
token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the
company with the intent of purchasing WMT Tokens.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a
solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance
with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to
protect investors.
WMT Token is a utility token. This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act, the
securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country,
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.
WMT Token cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper,
including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes. WMT
Token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens may
be prohibited.
WMT Token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership,
distribution (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including
all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those
specifically described in the White Paper.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper
constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or
information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual
events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in
such forward-looking statements. White Paper can be modified to provide more detailed
information.
The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or
used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective
customers, partners etc. In the course of such translation or communication some of the
information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such
alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or
inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English
language White Paper, the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail.
© 2021 WMT SFS LTD
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WHAT IS WORLD MONEY TOKEN?
World Money Token (WMT) is an ERC20 (BEP-20) token on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) network meant to generate profit for its holders, at
each transaction.
Each World Money Token (WMT) transaction is charged 5% as follows:
1% network development fee + 4% fee which is distributed to all World
Money Token (WMT) holders. The more a person holds WMT Tokens, the
more profit he generates, thus stimulating people to invest and hold this
token.
For example, John wants to send Bill 100 WMT to pay his rent.
John sends 100 WMT of which:
• 1 WMT is sent to WMT Smart Finance Solutions ™,
• 4 WMT is sent to all WMT Token holders,
• 95 WMT is sent to Bill.
Now Bill has 95 WMTs in his account that he can exchange into fiat or he
can keep them into account and accumulate more commission from the
transactions that WMT Token users make.
90% of the funds raised from the initial DEX offering (IDO), initial Ape
Offerings (IAO) and Initial Farm Offerings (IFO) will be blocked in the
exchanges where the initial initial offering was made.
Being a token on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network, the liquidity funds
will initially be available on PanCakeSwap and ApeSwap and will be listed
on other DEX exchanges.
An IDO for WMT Token will also be available on wmt.finance available
until July 1, 2022 (within the available tokens).
© 2021 WMT SFS LTD
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WMT TOKENOMICS
World Money Token address is:
0xCBFb6Cc72779116fc7486a9D835047f75a15F0D4

WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ address is:
0x43b0aB7d4583fCA244103C14f513D6706fBbD0dA

Liquidity provider (LP) address is:

0x6D627E7F4118CCCd5041ECb4081Ad165e37ddc60

More information about token distribution can be found on
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ website
https://wmt. inance
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WORLD MONEY TOKEN FUTURE TRAJECTORIES
1. World Money Token Wallet
1.1. Crypto Wallet
WMT Wallet will allow users to create, store and manage account
keys, broadcast transactions, send and receive ERC20 (ethereum) and
BEP20 (binance smart chain) cryptocurrencies and tokens, and
securely connect to decentralized applications through the mobile
app's or compatible web browser’s.
1.2. Crypto to Crypto
WMT Wallet will allow users to exchange WMT Token to other
cryptocurrencies. The initial pairs will be WMT/BNB, WMT/USDT and
WMT/USDC. More pairs will be add later.
1.3. Crypto to Fiat
WMT Wallet will allow users to exchange WMT Token to Fiat
currencies. The initial pairs will be WMT/USD, WMT/EUR and WMT/
GBP. More pairs will be add later.
1.4. Virtual Cards
WMT Wallet will allow users to exchange WMT Token to Fiat
currencies and then withdraw to virtual prepaid cards. The initial pairs
will be WMT/EUR and WMT/GBP. More pairs will be add later.
1.5. Physical Cards
WMT Wallet will allow users to exchange WMT Token to Fiat
currencies and then withdraw to physical prepaid cards. The initial
pairs and prepaid cards will be WMT/EUR and WMT/GBP. WMT/USD
and USD prepaid card will be add later.
1.6. Bank Accounts
WMT Wallet will initially offer EURO and GBP accounts.
USD accounts will be added later.
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2. WMT Payment Processor
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will offer a payment processing
platform, completely free, for all World Money Token users who want to
accept payment on their sites with WMT. In this way, new transactions
will be produced that will generate profit for all holders of World Money
Tokens.
3. Start Big Marketing Campaign
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will list World Money Token (WMT) on
Binance exchange, in this way, new transactions will be produced that will
generate profit for all holders of WMT Tokens.
4. WMT listing on Binance Exchange
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will list World Money Token (WMT) on
Binance Exchange, in this way, new transactions will be produced that
will generate profit for all holders of WMT Tokens.
5. Searching for New Markets
WMT Wallet will be optimized to accept customers from Africa region,
trying in this way to take a piece of the international money transfer
market from giants such as Wester Union or Money Gram.
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About World Money Token Smart Finance Solution
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ is the trading name for WMT SFS LTD, a
company registered in England and Wales with registration number
13471303 and registered office at 3 Hornton Place, W8 4LZ, London.
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will handle marketing campaigns by
hiring specialized companies that will promote WMT Wallet, WMT Pay
and other products and services.
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will develop and maintain WMT Wallet,
WMT Pay and other products and services.
WMT Smart Finance Solutions™ will act as registered agent of the
partners who will provide virtual prepaid cards, physical prepaid cards
and bank accounts.
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